These alterations will be the subject of the present study.
In this paper, a variety of previously proposed modifications to the modeled dissipation rate transport equation will be considered:
(1) the Pope [51 model, 
where eijk is the permutation tensor and Col = 1.44, Cc2 = 1.92, and C,n = 0.27. Since, = 3',j+- 
at time t = 0, is subjected to a solid body rotation with constant angular velocity n, = (0,o,n)
and vanishing mean velocity gradients
The substitution of (23) - (24) into (19) 
where C_2 = 1.92 and C,s = 0.27.
The second problem to be considered is homogeneous shear flow in a rotating frame. The mean velocity gradients here take the form
which correspondto a plane shear. They are applied in a steadily rotating frame where the axis of rotation is normal to the plane of the shear, i.e., n, --(0,0,_).
The substitution of (28)- (29) 
and _P ---rl2S is the turbulence production.
The e-transport equation for the Pope model is given by
in rotating shear flow. This is the same as the standard mode] due to the fact that the mean vortex stretching term in (11) where C_3 = 0.27, whereas for the Raj model 1
where 0,3 = 5.
In rotating shear flow, the transport equations for _'_i and E are solved subject to the initial conditions of isotropy (22) value of (b_2)_ = -0.I8 which is closer to the experimental value of (b12)_ = -0.16.
In Figure  4, This results from an underprediction of the dissipation rate. In fact, the calculation is terminated a short time after S't --2 due to the model becoming unrealizable through negative dissipation rates. Sincethe Hanjalic and Launder model yields anomalousresults for pure shearflow (the most basiccase)we will not bother to showthe results for non-zero rotation rates.
In Figures 5(a) -(b) , the results predicted by the Raj model for rotating shearflow are compared with those of the standard model as well as with the large-eddy simulations of Bardina, Ferziger, and Reynolds [16] . Wedo not showthe results of the Raj model for pure shearflow (_/S --0) sincethey are identical to thoseof the standard model. From Figure   5 
